Pharmacists versus nonpharmacists in adverse drug event detection: a meta-analysis and systematic review.
A systematic review and metaanalysis were conducted to determine if studies that included pharmacists as chart reviewers detected higher rates of adverse drug events (ADEs) than studies that included other health care professionals or hospital personnel as chart reviewers. A systematic review and metaanalysis of studies using chart review as the method of detection of ADEs were conducted. Pooled estimates of the ADE rates were calculated using the inverse variance weight method. Meta-analysis was performed using a random effects model. Using the Mann-Whitney U test, weighted rates of studies in which pharmacists versus other clinicians were the chart reviewers were compared. Thirteen studies satisfied the inclusion criteria. Using random effects metaanalysis, the mean of the weighted incidence rate detected by pharmacists was 0.33 ADE per admission (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.17-0.50); the mean was 0.16 ADE per admission (95% CI, 0.11-0.22) with detection by nonpharmacists. Significant heterogeneity was present between studies in both groups. A significant difference (p=0.003) existed between the ADE rate reported by pharmacists (median=0.23; interquartile range [IQR], 0.18-0.44) and that of nonpharmacists (median=0.12; IQR, 0.02-0.49). Although there is overwhelming evidence of statistical heterogeneity, the numbers pertaining to the ADE rates detected by the two groups were large enough to indicate significant differences. Despite the heterogeneity, there is strong evidence that pharmacist-led interventions based on chart review report a higher ADE rate among inpatients. A review of the literature revealed that pharmacists make a salient contribution as manual chart reviewers in inpatient ADE interventions.